Is now defunct. Sip Transit'
Gloria And All That Rot.
The statement is9 of course, a
staple expression of a known and
positive fact. The last issue here
is a bit of a clean-up issue, setting
into print a few items and tryig to
set a few things straight.
I’n also using it to maintain my
FABA, credentials, but I night remind
those who will carp that I could hive
issued almost any of my previous
issues of HARPIES as ry FAPA credits.
But this HARPIES would not be appear
ing much before summer were it not
for the fact that the-FAPA deadline
is not only facing ne, it is upon ne
in all its thunder already.
In point of fact I*m much too busy
these days to publish this much less
EN GARDE, but I’m doing so anyways.
Also, after waiting so many years
to get into FABA and after spending
so many (alasj inactivel) years in
the ranks, I an not about to let it
slip from my grasp at all easily.
Membership in FAPA is not so lightly
given up, it seems.... '
But HARPIES is quite,, quite dead.
Sic Transit Gloria Munday.
Strangely enough Michigan fandom
is far from dead. HARPIES was orig
inally raised into existence out of
the primeval muck for the express
pprpose of breathing a certain amount
of life into the comfortable world
of Michigan, nee* Detroit, fandon.
It was originally printed as a
reaction against the doo-nothing—inn
and Big Plans (and also Small Plans)
which never seemed to get beyond
the talking phase. Also as a
Vehicle of Expression for rye elf
and those who felt impelled to
place their perishable words
upon perishable niiteo paper.'
In the reality of recall,
it is clear that since Art
Rapp left Michigan there Has
a Giant Gap in Michigan fandom.
We lack anyone either
Sifted enough or determined
to create a viable propaganda
base to publicize Michigan
fandom. There is either the
witty and brilliant talent
missing or the deteimination
and pluck to keep to a very
regular publishing or writ
ing schedule.
Not that talent per se
is mis sing.... we Just haven*t
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discovered then yet* Which is sort of
sad, you'know* As one person noted
long ago, lots of kooky and lovable
people do lots of kooky and lovable
things here, Just like in Los Angeles
or New York* (er irritating or dis
tress ing things, too*) But one will
never hear of then outside of the local
circle, because there are no great pub
licity nachines rattling off the nost
recent exploits of Fan X*
The problem is unfortunately wide
spread throughout fandon, of course*
It is one symptom of the population
explosion in fandon and the change in
priorities by these new fans* The old
fane of being known in the fanzines is
not nearly so essential to today’s
fen,♦.•they can get all the contact
they need either locally or through the
constant round of convention©* In my
own clunsy way I tried to become such
a chronic leer, a voice for our own li’l
segnent of fandon* But ry failure
shows nerely that I have nore determin
ation than brilliant sense of hjgh
comety or high tragety* Not that there
is nothing hare worth writing about*
Maybe soneday• «.*
We have'a number of native wits
in tlie group, FAPA’s own Howard Delore
ano ng st then* But Howard has to lit
erally slave to produce his FAH1 and
SAPSzines, He is a two-finger typ>er
and eight pages can take him tw full
days cf work of typing and half an hour
of printing* His reans of sarcasm and
verbal repartee and boisterous good
hunour are known therefore only to the
souls that he can talk to in person*
In fact it has beeone increasingly diff
icult to get sone very fannish types in
local clubs to write anything at all
for either their clubzines or their
(

friend’s zines* They can find
•
all the outlet they need in the
aforementioned face—to—face social
contacts* Even when a legend—
chronicleer appears, he only is
upon the scene a short tine in all *,
He appears, he creates minor or
major legends in his own tine and
then he is burnt out and disappears
out of fandon or retires to near
Gafia like the great Burbee* If
a new hand is not ready to grab
the torch of legend-keeping, it
falls and dies until sone now
soul laboriously rekindles it*
Only in Los Angeles and New York
have there been such concentrat
ions of fans so as to keep the
torches burning* One reason L*A<
fandon has cone to typify both
the best and worst of fandon is
that ever since the ’30’s the
local club has been constantly
publicized and slandered and
talked up In the printed page*And the printed page is
where Fandon* s history lies*
You night almost say that
this is the Schultz theory of fan
zine success* Either be a genius
(in which case almost everything
you do will be done well)* Or be
stubborn and produce a steady—
beyond-belief publication, relent
lessly exposing all the good and
bad of the club and yourself to
the public eye* When you couple
a regular appearance with the aver
age fannish nind, you have the
Power To Cloud Men’s Minds**,*
At ary rate, HARPIES never
even cane close* This was due to
a number of reasons, one of which
was my own erraticeness and incliiM*
ations to pot-shoot at fellow
Detroit fen* The other was a lade
of positive support and aid from
within the Michigan circle*. Here
we had a vehicle for propagandize!**
ion and no one was really interest*
ed in writing for it* Troubled
financially from the start, never
really very high in either quality
materials nor in quantity, and
with ny own attentions consistently
diverted elsewhere, HARPIES was
crippled from the start*
Nevertheless it does seen to
the outre satisfaction of
,
having created the very beginning
of a stf’end^bening of the fannish
active groups within Michigan.

The student groups at Wayne State U
(in Detroit itself), Ann Aybor axil the
u of Michigan, East Lansing and Mich
igan State have proven to be by far
the most promising segments of fandon
within tiie state, even though they are
not primarily fanzine oriented. If and
when a'renaissance in Michigan fandom
occurs. it will be because of these
student cores, not because of any re
growth amongst the older and tired
Detroit fans. Which is sad, really.
But for the moment,'let us lay
HARPIES decently to rest, with this
editorial and this issue and let us
think of the future instead. So long
as Fan needs to write to Fan and he can
do so safely within the permissive
society of Western culture, there will
be many many many HARPIES of one title
or another. Sturgeon’s Laws
of
everything is garbage. Ah, but that
other If# makes it all worthrfiile.,.,.
Fanning, like French wines, are an
acquired taste,
So fill full the cup, quaff light
ly the wine therein and let us all sip
into our souls the vintage wine of our
fellow nan, Man’s tiniest and most re
warding study remains his fellow nan.
So let us toast,,.,,ourselves,

->

copies, then baby, you’ve got sone
*
problems in printing. To help
bring hone the problems, here are
a very few stasties for ye, 750
copies of more than 120 pages means
9t reaps of paper. That’s $22 a
Korean box, it goes down to $17 a
box Of ten when purchasing 30 reams
or more. Ink is still relatively in
expensive'so long as I purchase it in
10-can lots at $1.50 a can. The ish r
will drink up about 25-30 cans af ink.
Then there is the envelopes, clasp
style,'
when purchasing in boxes
of 100, fractionally lower in larger
units of 5*0 envelopes at a whadc.
There’s stencils, electro
stencils, printing costs for the
photo pages, wastage on paper, at least
one new ink pad, and last but not
least is the postage bill,
I think I go kill self,. Is much
easier..,.
But the big problem rif^it now is
that I’ve acquired ah honest skilled
trade.
I started as a'tool making app
rentice once before, back in 1961,
but it was a non-Union shop, there
was no schooling involved in their
program, I was laid off after 60 days
and
the company went bust a few months
"Cone, fill the cup, and in the
after
that. You night say that that
fire of Spring
apprenticeship
was poor to begin with
Your Winter-garnent of Repents, rce
and
rapidly
degenerated,
'
flingi
,
is a kosher one, complete
Your Bird of Tine has but a little with This
schooling for 8 hours one night
way
a week, certification and indenture
To Flutter - - And the Bird
by
the joint apprenticeship committee
is on the wing.”
and
the signing company. At the end
-Omar Khayyamof 8800 hours of work and school
tine (3£ years) if all goes well, I
will
have a Journeyman’s Card in
TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE And it is pass
Tool & Die Jfaking, and could go most
ing swift ’fore
anywhere with r.y new-gained skills
our wondering eyes so lightly glazed.
and
get a job....just like that. The
Much has been going on at Festung
course
is considered the equivalent
Schult zhaus, albeit little of a fannish
of
a
year
and a half cf college level
nature. But believe ne, I’ve been
Math
and
the
same in other Engineering
busy like a little bee....
classifications
such as Drafting and
EN GARDE #7 is progressing, albe
a
half-year
in
Met
alliirgy^ En,< inhering
it dreadfully slowly. The beast will
Design
and
such.
Apart
from the
be the'Giant McGochan—PRISONER ish, of
school
w>rk,
I
’
m
actually
by the clock
course, and is already a beastly large
working52
additional
hours
a week of
issue. But there will be sone DiRigg
On
—
The
Job
Training.
Were
it rrt far
nateriale therein. Oh coneivon, yon all
the
School
it
could
be
58.
toow there’d be sone Diana igg n^ter—
The pay isn’t much right new..,,
lads in any EN GARDE that in pubbed.,..
just
$3JU2
an hour. At the end of
The sheer size of the beast is its
the
apprenticeship
though it should
nest formidable obstacle, of course.
be
very
close
to
$5.6o
plus overtime.
When you get past 120 pages (est.) and
I
could
do
worse,
Ta
for
now.
your run is in the neighborhood of 750
I’ll be seeing you. -R.Schultz-
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This has not been the year of the science fiction film* What
will we give the Hugo to? THE. ILLUSTRATED MAN? I haven’t seen the
movie, and don’t plan on rectifying this situation. THE GREEN SLIME?
No, thank you. Something from the tail end of STAR TREK? What, nrav
tell? IAND OF THE GIANTS? let’s go back to the s H me .
.
I hate "No Award"s, but I can't come up with an alternative.
Unless...
You wouldn't consider...
Naw.
IAST SUMMER?
I can hear the screams, the derisive laughter. But what the hell
man, hear me out. I*m only filling up space, talking about something
I want to talk about. The Hugo business was just to get us started.
You saw the movie or read the book, I hope. No? 'Salright, I’ll
fill you in. I'll stick mainly to the movie, bringing in the book
only when something has been changed or left out.
Basically, the story concerns three teenagers and their summer
vacation on a summer island. The most sympathetic of the three is
Peter, who narrates the book. But it is the girl, Sandy, who is the
(unrecognized) leader.
The first part of the story is called "The Gull" in the book.
When Peter and David meet Sandy, she is rescuing a sea gull she found
lying/dying on the beach. The boys help her get a fish-hook out of
its throat. They keep the bird and teach it to walk on a leash. Then
they try to retrain it to fly. When it does, Sandy tries to pat it
on the head and it bites her.
That night she takes it out and kills it.
.
The second part is "Rhoda." Rhoda is another teenaged girl, a
year or two younger than Sandy. She doesn't really fit in with
Sandy's trio, but they let her tag along. Sandy clearly dominates
Rhoda. Witness:
The trio is at Sandy’s house. Everyone else is gone. It’s a
rainy day, and David has brought a marijuana cigarette with him. They
achieve a slight high and decide to wash each other’s hair. Rhoda
stops by later and Sandy washes her hair—but not until she drags a
long and ugly story out of her,
■
(It is this sequence that leads
me to think Cathy Burns-Rhodamay have edged out everyone
else in the acting department.
Sandy forces Rhoda to turn
~
in her one-piece bathing suit
for a two-piecer, something
<,
Rhoda is very uncomfortable
<
about.
"
U
When Sandy fills out a
t
\
computer-date application and
\ f—~
-y
gets a date, Rhoda is pressured
X. into keeping it. The trio goes
V
"
along, too, much to Anibal ("not
\
yzf
Annabelle")*s chagrin. Sandy
V
and David (these two have a
X.
/
strong affinity) get Anibal
h
stoned out of his mind, and then
v
)!/
set him against three toughs who
■
Xy/fRI*
beat the shit out of him.
The next day, since Rhoda
is such a spoilsport about
,
everything, the trio rapes her,

The movie was made by Frank and Eleanor Perry* They each made
two mistakes, Frank’s artistic and merely irksome} Eleanor’s much
more serious*
For the most part, Frank Perry did a superb job of directing*
When Rhoda told of her mother’s death, the simplicity of the scene
was stunning* Nothing but her face and voice, carrying over the
emotions even Evan Hunter can’t catch on paper. The Anibal scene
was taken straight from the book, but was not as I had envisioned
it—-it was something better* And for the most part, the nudity was
handled very naturally. But twice...
First on the boat. Just Peter and Sandy. Sandy takes her
bikini top off. Now catch the scenes she is sitting down, leaning
back, her knees up in front of her. She’s writing, filling out the
computer questionnaire. Her breasts are not spectacularly in
evidence *
Unsatisfied, Perry gave a quick cut to another angle, to make
sure you know she has breasts. Maybe it was supposed to show that
Peter was looking at them.
But a three-second breast shot reeks of sensationalism, from my
seat in the theatre.
The second time Perry tripped over his camera, it was backwards*
Rhoda was topless on the forest floor, and Sandy was peeling her
bikini bottom off. You see fingers grasping, pulling; the flesh is
somewhat whiter there; whoops, folks, ha-ha, we want an R rating,
not an X. Are you disoriented? That’s because Frank Perry backed
into his camera and knocked it somewhere else.
Now, I’m not saying we should, be allowed to see Cathy Burns in
all her naked glory. I mean, after all, she was only fourteen or
fifteen when she had this traumatic experience. But, a little more
finesse, Frank. What the hell, you’ve been making movies long enough*
David was right there
next to the camera. Why
couldn’t he have stepped
between you and Rhoda?
Simple, natural, and a hell
•f a lot more artistic. At
least it seems that way from
my seat.

)
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Now we come to Eleanor.
Likewise, for the most part
she did a really superb job
in translating the novel td
the screen. The pot scene
was hers alone—Hunter had
David give everybody a lec
ture on music—and added to
the film immensely. It
showed the samaraderie of
the trio, and it also showed
Sandy’s preference to David*
When they were messing up
the place with shampoo and
water, Sandy and David faced
each other and Peter danced
around them.
However, at the end of
both sections, Eleanor Perry
made slight but profound

changes.
Evan Hunter: Sandy sends David and Peter out to look for her bird.
They find it where she killed it. (Incidentally, this spot, behind a
large rock, is a motif in the book totally absent from the film.)
David says, ’’You dumb birdl" and the two boys 'bake stones and tree
limbs to it ’’until the bird lay pulverised, a sodden mass of feathers
and gristle and pulp.”
Eleanor Perry: When the bird is found, the scene is over.
Hunter showed us that the boys were of the same mind as Sandy.
In both versions the pressing question they ask her is not "Why
did you do it?” but "Why did you lie and say it gbt away?” The
first question is asked but the second is more important to them. If
she is going to lie to them they are not the ____ (I‘11 fill that in
later) they should be. It threatens their security. Everything
must be open between them. "Why did you kill him?" "He was a stupid
bird." No more questions asked. That was enough reason for Sandy
to kill the bird) he was stupid. Just don’t lie anymore.
Perry’s error here was one of omission. It was not as serious
as the one at film’s end.
Time for more background information. Love. There are two kinds
of it in the story. There is love between Sandy and David and Petar.
This is not a physical love. The physical part is pure animal lust.
David wants to lay Sandy, not because of any physical desire, but since
because of their spiritual affinity he thinks she’ll let him. It’s
not Sandy he wants, but a girl.
The love between Peter and Rhoda is something different. Theirs
is a gentle love, the type of love movies are usually made about.
Evan Hunter: The four are on an isolated part of the island,
Sandy removes her bikini top. Rhoda, uncertain of what is going on,
gets up to leave, but Sandy and David block her way and suggest she
follow Sandy. She refuses and looks to Peter for help. He says, "Do
it." Sandy gets Rhoda’s top off and David wrestles her to the ground.
She calls to Peter, who instead helps David. The two boys strip her
and then rape herj first David and then Peter. The three leave together. For the rest of the summer
they still exchange Hellos with
Rhoda, but have nothing else to
do with her. The trio stays
together•
Oh, dear, Eleanor, what
have you done?
Eleanor Perry: So far as I
could tell from Frank’s camera
jumping, only David actually gets
into Rhoda, while Peter joins
Sandy in the role of voyeur. I
may be wrong, but that’s the im
pression I got. Then Sandy and
David leave together, while Peter
trudges behind, then stops—half
way between them and Rhoda. The
End.
Big deal, you say. So what
if he leaves with them or not?
That may not mean too much
on the surface. As a matter of
fact, it’s fairly maudlin.
Should he go with his friends or
stay with the girl? Which love

does he -want.
But if you look at LAST SUMMER as science fiction, there’s quite
a difference between versions indeed.
And I think there is a valid case to be made for IAST SUMMER as
sf, and I don’t think anyone has noticed it*
Rhoda says to Peter that when he is with the other two he is
someone different, not the person she loves..
The three never argue. The only time their relationship is en
dangered is when Sandy lies about killing the gull.
It's quite obvious that Sandy, David, and Peter are interdependent.
If you add them together their whole is greater than the sum of their
parts.
Now do you know what word I left out a little while back. If I
said "Sturgeon,” would that help you? Ies, of course.
"Gestalt.”
The three form a—very primitive, to be sure—gestalt. We have
to see this through Peter, who is the only one whose mind we are fami
liar with. And it’s most obvious when we compare his relationship
with Rhoda to his relationship with David and Sandy.
You see? It's obvious. I told the story a couple pages back.
I don’t have to change a word. It’s up to you to put on your special
wide-range science fiction eyeglasses and look.
Peter, when he is alone with Rhoda, is gentle, considerate, etc.
We can assume that at home, during the winter, he is the same*
But when with the other two...
Son of a gun. I told you it was a science fiction movie. You
didn’t believe me, did you? But because the people are normal (qufyte
unquote) and can’t do odd things like in MORE THAN HUMAN, the thought
never crossed your mind, did it?
But what does the difference between the book and the movie have
to do with anything? Go back and look at it again. In the movie Peter
holds back, implying that he was torn a bit by the gestalt. Actually,
the movie is a bit more upbeat than the book since it implies there
still is a streak of individualism in Peter, which nay surface if care
fully nurtured—in this case male/female love exposed it, but did little
else, since Peter did assist at the rape, and he did state his approval.
In the book, he also participates in the rape, and has no second thoughts.
Arnd, of course, earlier Eleanor Perry did not show us the boys’
participation in the murder of the gull.
But there are always some flaws in the translation of a novel to
the screen. It’s just a shame that Eleanor Perry’s came at a couple
of crucial scenes.
So what do you think, people? Shall we shock everybody, inclu
ding Hunter and the Perrys, and give IAST SUMMER the Hugo?
Look at the other science fiction films of 1969. And if there’s
still doubt in your mind, look at the rape sequence from IAST SUMMER:

•♦•"Stop themt" she screamed, and I thought Them? You
mean us, don’t you. You silly, cautious girl,' this is
the party, we’re the party, don’t you know that?and felt
an overwhelming sense of oneness with David, and found my
self rolling over suddenly on the wet poncho, rolling
toward Rhoda and her big white tits, moving together with
David as is his body were my body, his muscles and hands
were mine...
We clutched for her breasts. "Leave me,” she murmured,
but we did not leave her, grabbed her breasts’ in rage instead,
"leave me, please,” she mumbled, but we did not leave her,
swept our hands in fury over her body> "Something," she
(10)

said, "please,” and together we stripped her naked. We
pulled her pants down over her belly, "please,” she moaned,
and her thighs, "Something," she whimpered, and her legs,
Something, something," she begged...We reached for her
pants together, pulled them over her feet, hurled them into
the bushes. She tried to twist away, tried to turn her
body, raise her kness to hide herself, but we shoved her
flat to the poncho again, and David said, "Hold her," and
we held her. She seemed dead. She lay on the poncho with
her eyes closed and her mouth tight, and I thought She’s
dead, we’ve killed her"*..
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